
A N T O N l N B A R T O N E K . 

T H E L I N E A R B S I G N S 8-A A N D 25-A2 

(Remarks on the Problem of "Mycenaean" Doublets) 

1. All authors, concerned with interpreting texts in Linear Script B, 1 agree 
in ascribing Bennett's sign I 82 (according to Furumark's progressive numbering 
sign 8') the phonetic value [a], considering at the same time Bennett's sign II1 
( = 25) to be his doublet and transcribing it as At or A* The correct reading of 
sign 8 may be said to be today beyond dispute; the famous tablet of tripods from 
Pylos (Ta 641),5 along with other documents that are considered to be satisfac
torily deciphered, is a safe guarantee. 

We still face the problem, however, to what extent the same phonetic value 
may be ascribed to the syllabic sign 25. J . Chadwick6 was the first to doubt 
the absolute identity of the two signs, when referring to the Greek interpretations 
of certain linear sign-groups, presented hitherto by different scholars, suggested 
the possibility of sign 25 representing syllable [ha], which originated from the 
prehistoric [sa] where this [s] occurred in the vicinity of vowels. Unfortunately, 
the author of this article has got acquainted with the above-mentioned Chadwick's 
hypothesis rather late — just before sending this study to the printers', neverthe
less the conclusions he arrived at through the statistical analysis of linear sign-
groups agree with Chadwick's view so far that this study could be regarded 
as having been written in complete conformation with Chadwick's hypothesis, 
wishing only to verify this theory by means of concrete material, 

It is not, however, so simple to get convinced about the difference of signs 8 
and 25 and to ascribe to either of them different phonetic value. Certain phenomena, 
encountered by scholars, analysing the basic linear B sources from the linguistic 
point of view, appear namely to speak rather in favour of the phonetical identity 
of the two signs. Thus a number of parallel readings have been found, one being 
represented in a certain place within otherwise identical sign-group by sign 25, 
while the other in the same place by sign 8. These readings are, e. g. 

aa-ke-te-re [8 V 118 
aa-ne-u-te Cn599,2 
a a-ta An209,2 
qe-te-a2 Unl38, l 
pa-we-aa MYC127 
we-aa-re-jo Ta714,l 

a-ke-te-re Jn832,l 
a-he-u-te Cn40,7.13' 
a-ta An39,r.9 
qe-te-a Fp363,l 
pa-we-a L 594 a al. 
we-a-re-ja Ta642,l 

Of these parallels specially conclusive seem to be those that are found in texts 
the contents of which display evident affinity (this is the case specially with 
sign-groups a2-ne-u-te: a-ne-u-te; a2-ta : a-ta; we-a2-re-jo : we-a-re-ja). But this 
type of parallel readings is not the only one that can be found in linear monuments 
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in connection with sign 25. It appears that in certain cases even signs 25-A2 and 
57-JA replace each other in turns, e. g. 

N a2-ke-te-re [8 V1W ja-ke-te-re10 Mnl l ,2 
ko-ri-a2-da-na Un267,5 : ko-ri-ja-do-no Ga415 al.11 

There are other cases demonstrating a parallel that concerns signs 25-A2 and 
43-AI, e. g. 

a2-nu-me-no Jn389,12 : ai-nu-me-no An261,2 

and even signs 25-A2 and 54-WA, e. g. 

Jme-nu-a,,11" An218,14 : me-nu-wa An721,2; V 60,3; Sc238™ 

On the basis of tin last four hypothetic equations we are, of course, not entitled 
to jump to the presumptive conclusion that all the respective parallel readings 
must have been phonetically completely identical.13 But similarly one <Wld doubt 
even the reciprocal identity of signs 8 and 25 and suppose that even the respective 
above-quoted sign-groups differed from each other both as far as the pronuncia
tion of the first syllable was concerned and as to the idea expressed — or, at least 
in those cases, when the similarity of context on kindred tablets seems to speak 
in favour of identical meaning, we may think of another explanation: The sign-
groups like a2-ta: a-ta may have actually been used to express the same idea 
in the respective quotations, whereas the single signs by themselves, of which 
the first was used in one sign-group and the second in another one, need not 
have been identical from the very beginning and may have been employed even 
in the Linear Script B on other occasions retaining their respective difference. 
In favour of this possibility there seem to be certain disproportions between 
the two signs that can be ascertained statistically in reference to their occurrence. 

The most important anomaly requiring explanation is the considerably diffe
rent frequence of signs 8 and 25 in relationship to the place of occurrence (by far 

-most documents containing sign 25 come from Pylos14) and as far as their location 
in the sign-group is concerned as well (even in Pylos sign 8 definitely predominates 
in the beginning of the groups, while in the middle .both signs are more or less 
evenly represented, and at the end it is sign 25 again that appears much more 
frequently15). The following table demonstrates this tendency most clearly: 

Frequence™ of Signs 8 and 25 by All Occurrences (by Discrete17 Sign-Groups). 

Initially 1 8 Medially 1 8 Finally 1 8 Total (accord-
ving to place) 

Knossos1' 8-A 49420 37(18) 66(17) 5972 0 

25-A 2 1 (1) 1 (1) 4 (1) 6 (3) 

Pylos 8-A 5212 0 28(15) 5 (4) 557M 

25-A 2 25(22) 24(17) 78(15) . 127(52)21 

Mycenae 8-A 1 720 - ( - ) - ( - ) 17 s 4 

25-A 2 - ( - ) 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 

The Other Mainland 8-A 15 s 0 

- ( - ) - ( - ) 15M 

25-A, . - ( - ) - ( - ) - ( - ) - ( - ) . 

Total (according to '8-A 1050 65(33) 71(20)2S 118620 

position) 25-Aj 26(23) 26(19) 84(18) 136(58)" 
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The table shows that nearly all the mentioned cases of sign 25 appearing 
in linear texts are from the Mainland. There are six24 exceptions: sign-group 
]a2-ta on tablet B 213,ib three fragmentary final ]-a2 to be found in documents 
Le786.B;-787.Bie;-788.B, the sign-groups a2-ke-te-re [ V118 (see Note 9) and 
pa-we-a2 [ L 7378P As evident, all these occurrences of sign 25 found in Knossos 
are of a very indefinite character and one gets hardly convinced of this sign being 
normal member of Linear B inventory. 

In contrast to these problematic documents from Knossos, sign 25-A2 can be 
verified in the finds from Pylos and Mycenae altogether 130 times in 55 discrete 
sign-groups, And at the same time we have the impression that the nearer we 
approach the end of the sign-group, the more is sign 8 in Pylos ousted by its rival. 

2. In the beginning of the word sign 8-A appears altogether 1050 times. Of this 
number approximately 50% are connected with Pylos, while nearly all the 
remaining instances come from Knossos.28 Thus we find that in the case of both 
Knossos and Pylos the frequence of sign 8in the beginning ofwordsis repre
sented by approximately the same percentage as the total frequency of the 
same sign, irrespective of the location of sign 8 in the word (Pylos 
ca. 47% of single occurrences, Knossos nearly all the rest). 

The opening sign 25-A£, on the other hand, is represented in all Linear B texts 
only 26 times, just one instance coming from Knossos. The instance in question 
is the above-mentioned rather problematic a2-ke-te-re [ V118, interpreted by 

Georgiev as i5feir»jpss or as cbteorfjpes.29 It may really represent a parallel of the 
sign-groups a-ke-te-re Jn832,l and ja-ke-te-re Mnll,2 from Pylos and may be 
related even to some other forms. All the remaining 25 instances come from Pylos. 
The 22 discrete sign-groups concerned are the following: 

Sign-Groups Occurrences Interpretations Possible Parallels 3 0 

1 a 2-di-je-u 8 1 An656,2 _ ] a-di-je-wo Dw747. a; a 2-di-je-u 8 1 

] a-di-je[ Wb5555,l 
2 a4-e-ta An261,4 Arjrr)-, Airfcr)^ O 
3 a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-ja-jo Cn3,7 Ayx-axQiaioi Miihl; see A 4 

dyx-ayQialoi Risch; 
I Alya(l) + 'Axgi \al P 

4 a2-ka-aa-ki-ri-jO An661,12 cf. A 3 see A 3 
5 a 2-ki-ja An830,13 — — • 
6 a a-ki-ra Na856 — 
7 a2-ku-mi-jo Na926 — — . 
8 a2-ku-ni-jo An656,12 — — 
9 a 2-ma-i -we, Nal092 _ — 

10 a2-ne-Urte Cn599,2 cf. Alvog Pi a-ne-u-te Cn40, 7.13; 
? AgVEVT^Q G a-ne-u-da Vc215. 

11 a2-nu-me-no Jn389,12 'AgvvfiEVog ai-nu-me-no An261,2 
12 a2-pa-tu-wo-te Cn599,3.4.5.7 (nomen loci) J133 a-pa-ta-wa[ Chl44,2. 
13 a2-ra-tu-a Cn3,3 ? AXaova O; see A 14 

T Agruag O 
14 a2-ra-tu-wa An519,4 = a,2-ra-tu-a O; see A 13 a2-ra-tu-wa 

AQtuflvQ&a. Mm 
15 a2*ri-e An724,5 . . - .. : — 
16 a 2-ri-sa Eq213,l ? "E\io(a)a, — 

1 "AXiaa gu 
17 a2-ro-[.]-u-do-pi9 5 Ta642,l halos hudo'phi 

..with waters of the sea" 
(cf. Xoavdvrj) • — 

18 a2-ru-wo-te An657,8 ^ : • — 
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Sinj-Groups 

19 a 2-ta 
20 a2-te-po 

21 aa-te-ro 
22 aj-zo-qi-jo35!' 

Occurrences Interpretations 

An209,2 
An519,10 

Ma365,2 
U n l 193,4 

"Avdas 
"Aint(poQ or 

Possible Parallels 

a-ta An39,r.9 

P, Muhl 
vc 

It would, however, be a very premature undertaking if one attempted to draw 
from these interpretations regular concrete conclusions concerning the phonetic 
value of signs 8 and 25. The list informs us that the words are for the most part 
very likely proper names, whose phonetic aspect might have been reproduced 
only very approximately, owing to the not exactly precise transcription of Greek 
in Linear Sciipt B. And even if we succeeded in finding some common criterion 
for all these interpretations, just in the case of such proper names we might run 
the risk of a grave mistake: the common denominator instead of characterising 
the beginnings of genuine Greek words may simply characterise the beginnings 
of our rather incidental, and in any case very subjective attempts at mere inter
pretations that are based above all on the knowledge of a stock of expressions 
which was employed more than five hundred years later. For many a proper 
name, specially if it was not of Greek origin, may have in the meantime ceased 
to be used or at least may not have occurred in written material of later date. 
We may therefore venture some more concrete conclusions only in connection 
with the general distribution of signs 8 and 25 within the linear sign-groups. 

3. In the middle of the word sign 8-A occurs much less frequently than in the 
beginning. This fact surely corresponds with the general observation concerning 
syllabic systems of letters; the presence of a pure vocal sign in the middle of words 
is comparatively rarer than in the opening syllables. Bennett gives the following 
figures for the frequence of vocal signs or diphthongs in the documents from 
Pylos found in 1939:s« 

Initially Medially Finally Total 

8-A 325(158) 22(10) 6 (4) 353(172) 
25-A» 17 (14) 17(10) 37 (7) 71 (31) 
38-E 388(123) 149(33) 40(20) 577(181) 
23-1 63 (36) 42(33) 24(17) 123 (86) 
61-0 298 (74) 116(22) 94(50) 508(146) 
10-U 19 (13) 154(76) 117(65) 290(154) 
43-AP' 30 (15) 1 ' - ( - ) 31 (16) 

The table shows us that it is only the sign used for vowel [w] that displays 
a more distinct tendency to shift its gravitation from the opening syllable towards 
the end of the word. This phenomenon can be explained mainly by the frequent 
occurrence of nominal w-stems in the language employing the Linear Script B. 
The other signs are distributed between the two extremes, i. e. between U on the 
one side and A or AI on the other side. Not even the sign 25 shows such extreme 
use as the sign 10; its distribution is especially in contrast to sign 8 much more 
even,38 and thus the difference in assertion of the two signs becomes more pro
nounced. 

Sign 8-A was found medially in Knossos and Pylos altogether 65 times; it was 
in 33 discrete sign-groups (in Knossos 37 instances in 18 groups, in Pylos 28 instan
ces in 15 groups, while in Mycenae no sign 8 has been found medially as far); 
sign 25-Aa occurs in Knossos only once (see Note 25), while in Pylos and Mycenae, 
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on the other hand, we encounter this sign 25 times in the following 18 discrete 
sign-groups: » 

Sign-Groups Occurrences Interpretations Possible Parallels 

B 1 a-pi-a2-ro 

(dp)3 9 a-[.]-a2-ro 
2 a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-ja-jo 
3 aa-ka-a2-ki-ri-jo 
4 ]a2-ke-wo[ 

(dp) .]-a 2-ta«° 

5 ai-ki-a2-ri-jo 

6 ko-a,-ta 

8 o-pi-aa-ra 
9 pi-a a-ra 

10 pu-[.]-a2-ko 
11 ru-ko-a2-[.]-re-u-te411 

14 wa-a2-te-pi 

16 we-aa-re-jo 

17 ]-we-e-a2-[ 
18 ] 85-to-a2-ta 

Anl92, l ; 'A/x(piaXoq 
Eal09;-270; 'A/ntpihaXog 

-922; 
On300,2 
Jn478,3 
Cn3,7 
An661,12 
Xa929 

Anl72,10 

= a-pi-a^ro 
see A 3 
see A 4 

Fn50,4; 
-1192,6 

Jn706,17 
U n 2 8 7 , 5 « 

An657,l 
Tn996,2 

An340,7 
Jn415,l 

alyidhoq 

VC; a-pi-ja-re[ X 7568 

a-ke-wo Ap628.lB; 
a-ke-u Dwll33.b; 
V 151,3 

cf. It 6, ft 13, B 18 
and also ]a2-ta 

B 213; 
perhaps even 
a 2-ta An209,2 and 
a-ta An39, r.9 

VC 

xogiadvov, xOQiavdgov, 
xoglavvd; VC 

? = o + pi-a a -ra? 4 6 

(pidhj Webster, 
Merlingen 

G; 1 Avxoa™ 
? Avxog-in-

AlyiaXevQ P 
Cn608,l ataXog VC 
M Y C 102,7 ? 'Afar); G 
Nal009 ? 'ravT£<p { (Dat .Pl . )G 

An207,9 

Ta714,l 

Xn878,2 
Cn314,3 

? 'YavrevQ, 
'YavMs** G 

cf. iaqivoQ < wesr-; 

on the Mainland 

ko-a-ta B 798,8 
ko-ri-ja-do-no 

Ga415 al. (in Knossos 
only) 

ru-ko 
Pn30,4 

cf. It 14, B 15 
cf. B 13. B 15, 

and also 
*$ra-te-u 
Na395.e" 

cf. B 13, B 14 

we-a-re-ja 
Ta642,l (see C 15) 

Sign 8-A, as we have pointed out, occurs in the middle of the word with 
almost the same frequency as sign 25, i. e. 28 times in the following 15 discrete 
sign-groups found in Pylos: ~~ 

Sign-Groups Occurrences Interpretations 

(dp) ]a [ « 
(dp) ] a [ « 
(dp) .]-a-ke-re-se 

1 a-pi-ke-ne-a[ 

2 i-za-a-to-mo-i 

Xnl015 
X n l l 2 9 
Sn64,5.6 
Xal044 

Fn50,8 

= o-a-ke-re-se 
'Afitpiyiveia 

(nomen loci) 
IxxWi- 1a.Q$iioihi 

„den Wagnern" Miihl 

6; 
T 

Possible Parallels 

4 Sbornlk pracl fll. fak. 
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Sing-Groups 

3 jo-a-se-so-si 

Occurrences 

Cn608,l 

4 ka-ra-a-pi 

5 o-a-ke-re-se 

6 o-re-mo-a-ke-re-u 

7 pa-ka-a-ka-ri 
8 pe-ra-a-ko-ra-i-jo 

9 pu2-ra2-a-ke-re-u 

10 pu 2-ra 2-a-ki-ri-jo 5 1 

11 re-a-mo 
12 se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi 

13 te-ko-to-a-pe 

14 u-me-ta-qe-a-po 
15 we-a-re-ja 

Ta722,2 

Sn64,2.7. 
13.14.15. 
16 

Jn320,l 

Na926 
On300,8 

Nn228,3 

Na425 

An209,8 
Ta708,2 

An5,1.2. 
3.4.5 

Ea259 
Ta642,l 

Interpretations 

<hg eorjoovoi VC; 
dig aatjoovai 

(Fut., cf. Saai) P; 
oi (cog) a<pr)OOvai 0 

k(a)raatphi[Instr. PL] 
(cf. Horn. xaQr/arog, 
xgdarog [Gen. Sg.]) F 3 5 

6' aygrjoe VC 

IJeg-axgaiog, -oc 
< nega axga F; 

TiEQa + %thga or 
i>ega( + . . . P; 

IIEQ (a)-ayoga log 
< nega + dy'ogd <750 

ITvgaygevg or 
0vla + . . . P 

Ilvgdygtog P 

Ada/tog G 
cf. ae}.fia ( lplank" 

+ kfajraa'phi 
(see C \) F 3 5 > 

TBKio[y)-a<fr\g 
< TBXTCOV + &7l-T(0 0 

TEXTCDV, dgns-t VC 
dn-fjg C 

see B 16 

Possible Parallels 
/ 

cf. jo-, e. g. 
jo-i-je-si 
Cn3,l; 
(= d>Q, og, oi, I) isvai 

VC); 
jo-do-so-si Jn829,l 
(= dig Scooovai VC); 
etc. 1 8 

ka-ra-pi 
Ea808 i 

:l 
cf. o-, e. g. 

o-de-ka-sa-to Pn30,l; 
o-do-keUn267,l; 
o-o-pe-ro-si Nn228,l; 
0- wi-deEq213,l; 
Ta711,l; etc." 

cf. ] a-ke-re-u [ 
CnUl,3(='AygevgG) 

pe-ra-ko-ra-i-ja 
Ae398; pe-ra3-ko-ra-
1- jaNg332;Wall4,2 

cf. also C 6 

u-pa-ra-ki-ri-ja 
An298,l; " 

u-po-ra-ki-ri-ja 
Cn45,4.5.6.7.11 
(=i)7iegdxgia VC) 

se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-i 
Ta707,2; 
se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-i -qe 
Ta714,2; 

te-ko-to-na-pe 
Anl8,2.7, and also 
te-ko-[.]-na-[ 
An852,3 

we-a2-re-jo Ta714,l 
(see B 16) 

While in the beginning of sign-groups the relationship of the two signs and 
their occurrence presents a very complicated picture on the Mainland, in the 
middle of words it is possible to draw a pretty clear line between the cases when 
sign 8 was used and those when sign 25 was employed. Nearly all expressions 
with sign 8-A in the middle evidently represent compounds, which justifies 
us to a certain extent to add these instances to the list of initial occurrences. 
This can be stated with certainty about sign-groups o-re-mo-a-ke-re-u, pu2-ra2-a-
ke-re-u (cf. ] a-ke-re-u f Cn441,3), or similarly about pu2-ra2-a-ki-ri-jo, pe-ra-a-
ko-ra-i-jo (but cf. a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-ja-jo [see B 2] and a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-jo [see B 3] with 
sign 25 in the middle), te-ko-to-a-pe52, i-za-a-to-mo-i, and perhaps also about 
pa-ka-a-ka-ri, which is still without Greek interpretation. A genuine initial [a] 
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is to be found beyond any doubt in the sign-groups o-a-ke-re-se (add also the 
incomplete .]-a-ke-re-se) and jo-a-se-so-si. Each of these instances represents 
as a matter of fact two detached words, reproduced graphically without interrupt
ion. 

Of the total number of Pylian sign-groups with sign 8 in the middle there are, 
therefore, only several instances left in which a break of this kind before the sign 
cannot be demonstrated, provided we do not take into consideration the fragmen
tary ]a [ and ]a[. And on the top of it one of these cases, namely the sign-group 
a-pi-ke-ne-a[ is very likely a whole word, for lacuna probably did not occur until 
in the succeeding sign-group (cf. a-ti-ke-ne-ja MYC 110,2). That means that there 
are practically only the following instances of sign-groups with sign 8 in the 
middle that represent some difficulties for our theory: ka-ra-a-pi and its com
pound se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi53, re-a-mo, u-me-ta-qe-a-po (the identity of the last 
but one sign is, however, rather doubtful) and we-a-re-ja (but cf. the kindred 
sign-group we-a2-re-jo [see B 16], found in the same class Ta, so that the discre
pancy may be explained by the unsteady line of discrimination). 

Sign 25-A2, on the other hand, appears in the middle chiefly in such places where 
one can hardly find a morphological suture. Of the 17 independent Pylian sign-
groups those which possess beyond any doubt the character of a compound are the 
sign-groups a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-ja-jo, a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-jo54 and ru-ko-a2-[.]-re-u-te only. Even 
though sign-groups like a-pi-a2-ro, si-a2-ro and ko-ri-a2-da-na, from the historical 
point of view, appear to be linear transcriptions of original compounds, too, it is 
necessary to take into consideration the probable fact that here the second com
ponent did not represent an independent semantic unit in the same extent as it was 
presumably the case in most instances enumerated sub C. 

The tendency we have indicated finds confirmation even in the documents 
from Mycenae,55 as it may be seen from the tables B and C; in Knossos, on the 
other hand, we find no trace of such discrimination between the two signs. Sign 
25-A2 was found there in medial position only once (the above-mentioned sign-
group on tablet B 213), while sign 8-A occurs as often as 37 times in 18 discrete 
sign-groups: •< 

a-pe-a-sa [ Ap633,l; ]de-a-ta Dwl222.B; ]di-wora-ne[ X 216; e-qe-a-o V 56.b; jo-a-mi-ni-
so-ie Og0467,l; ] ka-a-na [ L728.e; ko-a-ta B 798,8; o-a-po-te L 641,1; 

]a^da-no[X 5232 (uncertain whether the sign 8 is first sign of the word or not); ]a-i (accor
ding to Bennett, but ] a-i-ne-u according to Ventris) As5524,2b; ]a-ja-me-na X 5727; ]a-ka-pa[ 
X 7727,1; ]a-ko-ro-we-i[ D7100; ]a-ma E 845.a; ]a-mo-te-re[ X 6026; ]a-na-i-ta ['Sf7451; 
]a-na-ro D1928.B; ]a-pa-ni-jo [ Dw5224; ]a-pa2-ro Sc233; ]a-po-te Od562,3; ja-pi-re-we V337,1; 
]a-ra[ Wb5131,2; ]a-ro X 5938; ]a-ro-we X 658.r; ]a-sa-mi [ X 748,3; ]a-se'C 5091; ]a-te-u-ke 
Vcl50; ]a-ze-ra[ X 5905,1; ]a-56-no Dz5686; ]a-no-qo-ta Ak615,l; 

a-me-a[ X 765 (uncertain whether the second sign 8 is last sign of the word or not); ]-jo-a[ 
X 1596,2; no,-do-ro-we-a[ U1625,5; ] ro-we-a[ X 5949,1 (according to Bennett; but even the 
transliteration pa-we-a has been suggested [see Knossos T . , p. 95]); we-a-[ XmM128,2; zo-a[ 
X 359.a; ]a[ X M131. 

The quoted examples show- that in Knossos, in contrast to Pylos, words like 
ko-a-ta were graphically not reproduced differently than sign-groups like jo-a-mi-
ni-so-de, o-a-po-te, which are very likely two independent units in disguise. 

4. In final positions we encounter sign 8-A altogether 71 times in 2022 discrete 
sign-groups (Knossos: 66 times in 17 groups; Pylos: 5 times in 4 groups); sign 
25-A2 was found in Knossos four times and on the Mainland 80 times in thefollo-
wing 17 discrete sign-groups: 
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Sign-Groups 

(dp) . .]-a 2 

I) 1 a-ke-a2 

2 a-ne-a2 

(dp) .]-da-a2 

3 e-ma-a2 

4 e-se-re-a2 

(dp) ]-ke-a2 

5 ke-re-a2 

6 ]me-n,u-a2

5fl 

7 me-u-jo-a2 

8 me-zo-a2 

9 no-pe-re-a2 

10 o-a2 

11 o-da-a, 

(dp) o-[.]-af 
12 o-de-paa-a2 

13 o-re-a2 

14 pa-we-a2 

15 qe-te-a2 

Occurrences 

Eql46,9 
Vnl30,2 

M Y C 101,1 
Eb317,l 
Tn316.r7; 
Un219,8 
An661,2 
Sa843 

Ta641,l 

An218,14 

Sh733; -734 
735; -737 

-738; -739 
740;-741 

-742; -743 
-744 

see sub D 7 

Sa682; -751; 
-790 

Vn20,l 

An218,1.9; 
Eb847,l; -901,1; 

En74,2.12.21; -609,4; 
-659,2.9.13.16.19; 
Eql46,1.3.4.5.11; 
-213,3.4.5.6; 

Ma90,2;-120,2; 
-123,3; -124,2;' 
-193,3(2 X ) ; -221,2; 
-225,2; -365,2; 
-378,2;-393,3; ' 

Sn64,12; 
Un718,7.11" 
V a l 5 , l 
On300,8 
Ep705,7 
M Y C 127 

Unl38, l 

Interpretations 

= o-da-a^ 
&yyea (Nom. Acc. PI. 

of ayyog) O 
OMEO. Meriggi 
ayea P 
lAlvelag P 
-- o-da-a2 

'Eofidais) VC 

Possible Parallels 

t 
a-ke-i An661,10; 

a-ke-e Cn6O0,7 a l . ; 

a-ke-o Anl92,14; 
Cc660 

? = we-je-ke-a1 (??) 

axikea (Nom. Acc. PI. 
oiaxeXog) V 

Mevvag G 

(Nom. Acc. PL N . ; 
cf. fielm) B 

J-ke-a Wall48,2; 
R 0481bis (see also 
Note 22) 

]ke-ra-a K 872,1 

me-nu-wa 
V 60,3; 8c238 

me-wi-jo 
Ta641,2.3(2x); 
]me-wi-jo Cn202,2; 
found also in 
Knossos 

/xeyioha < [teyiooa B me-zo-eTa641,2(2x); 
foundalsoin • 
Knossos 

voicpekia no-pe-re-e 
(Nom. Acc. PI. N. Sa794 
of ve-o<peX-) GB 

da, ola (Nom. Acc. PI. — 
of oov, olov); <pd, (bd 
(of (bov, (bov); Qai, 
&ai, olai (Nom. 
PI. Fern.) G 

oildaa, ovdea (Nom. — 
Acc. PI. of otidag) F 

airzdo VC * 

= o-da-a2 — 

nomen pers. masc. gen.(!) — 
(pdfiFta. < (pdoFzha ] pa-we-a 

(Nom. Acc. PI. 
of (pdofos) 

x'^catia (Nom. Acc. PI. 
of x '"eaxiov) 
cf. Att. &EOT6OQ 
< gh"edh- F, Miihl 

Lc481,l al.; 
pa-we-a2 f L 7378; 
pa-we-o X 651,1; 
]pa-we-pi-L 104.a 
pa-we-si-jo M Y C 
111 + 136,2 

qe-te-a Fp363,l; 
qe-te-o Fh348,2 al. 
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Sing-Groups Occurrences 

18 te-tu-ko-wo-a2 Sa682 

17 we-je-ke-a2 Sa787; -791 

Interpretations 

zeivxfoha (Nom. Ape. 
PI. N . of Perf. Part. 
Act. to TEIJ^CO) C 6 

Possible Parallels 

te-tu-ko-wo-a 
Ld871.b 

we-je-ke-e 
Sa487 al.; see also 

the above-mentioned 
]-ke-a2 

Sa843 

Instances with sign 8-A, discovered in Pylos (in Mycenae none has been 
found), are not so numarous. Here is the list: 

E (dp) ]-a 
1 a2-ra-tu-a 
2 ]-ke-a 

3 ie-ro-a 
4 tu-we-a 

Na549 
Cn3,3 
W a l 148,2 

Xa627 
Un267,3 

see A 13 

OvFea (Nom. Acc. PI. 
of Mfos) VC 

cf. A 14 
]-ke-a2 Sa843 (see 

above sub Das(dp)) 

tu-woUn219,l; 
tu-we-ta Un267,2 

When comparing both these types we can hardly determine in their final 
position a distinct difference in use, similar to the marked difference between 
signs 8 and 25 in the middle of sign-groups from Pylos. The situation here is about 
as confusing as it was in the beginning of words, the only difference being in distinct 
numeral superiority of sign 8-A in the latter case and in considerable superiority 
of sign 25-A2 in the former case. And when we now, at the same time, think of the 
medial position and realize that the occurence of the rival signs was here merely 
equal, we may simply regard this case as a certain fuse of the two other cases: 
sigh 8 is here mostly the initial sign of the second component in compounds, 
while otherwise sign 25 predominates. From this point of view the whole comple
xity of distributing both sings in three basic positions might just as well be 
reduced by simply distinguishing the function of the two signs in a sign-group 
according to the following criterion: whether the sign occurs as an initial of 
a semantic unit (initial of a detached word or of the second component of a com
pound) or whether we find it in any other position. When attempting a statistical 
division according to this criterion we get in reference to signs 8 and 25 in the 
material from the Mainland the following figures: 

Sign-Group Initial 6 9 

(Absolute and Relative) 
8 - A 576 (556 + 20) 

25 - A 2 28 (25 + 3) 

Other Position 6 9 

(Medial and Final) 
11 ( 6 + 5) 

102 (22 + 80) 

These data suggest to us quite convincingly that the favourite place of occurrence 
for sign 8 is that of an either absolute or relative sign-group initial, whereas 
sign 25 favours any of the other positions. Instances contrary to these two ten
dencies will very likely have to be classified as abnormal, and we shall have to look 
for an individual explanation of each of such cases. 

In the number ©f these anomalies we must include first of all the above-quoted 
instances with sign 8-A in final position. We may add also the sign-group a-pi-ke-
ne-a[ , which, as we have already pointed out, represents probably a whole 
word. Thus, putting aside the considerably corrupted text of Na549 (sign 8 is here 
the- only preserved syllabic letter) and Wall48,2 (small fragment displaying 

< 
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marked signs of corruption, too), the sign-groups that still require explanation 
are a -̂ra-tu-a, te-ro-a, tu-we-a and a-pi-ke-ne-a[. 

For the sign-group a2-ra-tu-a exists in Pylos a parallel reading, namely a -̂ra-
tu-wa. To the indentity of these two groups bears witness the sign-group o-ka-ra3, 
which in the text of both tablets is used every time next to a2-ra-tu-a and to 
a2-ra-tu-wa as well. The unsteady line between signs 54-WA and 8-A might speak 
here in favour of a phonetic similarity of these syllabic values in the period 
of time when [w] gradually ceased to be pronounced distinctly. And at the same 
time the view that sign 8 was phonetically identical with sign 25 appears to be 
contradicted even by the very conclusions one may come to when examining 
the sign-group a2-ra-tu-a itself. For if this view were correct, the scribe would 
have surely employed sign 25 finally as well, just as he did so initially, all the 
more so since in its final position this sign appears to have been favoured in Pylos. 

The use of sign 8 at the end of the sign-group a2-ra-tu-a must therefore be taken 
for a mark of non-identity of both respective signs. But we can scarcely find 
an adequate sense in the occurrence of sign 8 at the end of the sign-group tu-we-a. 
Here we should much rather expect to find sign 25 at the end, as the other plurals 
of neuter s-stems — as I shall explain later — have generally this sign for their 
final letter. In this particular case the only feasible explanation would be that 
sign 8 was employed in conformation to an equal sign, used on the document 
as the initial of the succeeding word (tu-we-a a-re-pa-te). Such explanation about 
graphic assimilation is, however, uncertain, and one could hardly look for analogies 
in sign-groups a2-ra-tu-a, a-pi-ke-ne-a[ and te-ro-a. The latter two words leave 
us quite short of any concrete explanation why sign 8 was used here in the final 
position, the only refuge being again the unsteady line of ̂ discrimination. 

In spite of these difficulties we may take for granted that with the scribes from 
the Mainland it was habitual to prefer sign 25 to sign 8 in the final position, 
the same being true also about the medial position (with the exception of com
pounds). After all, the division between the second syllable and the third in 
a sign-group like a-ke-a2 is in no way essentially different from the analogical 
division between the first syllable and the second in si-a2-ro. And similarly, 
when we resort to a morphemic and [semantic analysis, we recognize in the 
fourth syllable of the sign-group o-re-mo-a-ke-re-u the same beginning of a special 
semantic unit as in the first syllable of the sign-group ] a-ke-re-u [. 

But at the same time, as we can see from Greek interpretations of the instances 
given sub D , a considerable number of sign-groups terminating in sign 25 and 
discovered both in Mycenae and in Pylos have one feature in common. Although 
even here we cannot rely too much on the hitherto suggested interpretations, 
it appears to be very probable that at least those linear sign-groups ending with 
sign 25 that may be designated as plurals of neuter s-stems (Nom. or Ace.) have 
been interpreted correctly (a-ke-a2, ke-re-&2, me-u-jo-a2, me-zo-a2, no-pe-re-a,, 
o-da-a2, pa-we-a2, te-tu-ko-wo-a2). Thus we meet here transliterations of such 
Greek forms that once upon a time had an [s] before the final [a] and after a pre
ceding vowel. It is, however, generally accepted that this fs], before it ceased 
to exist phonetically, passed through an intermediate phonetic stage, characteri
zed usually with the consonant [h], and it may be that the Continental sign 25 gave 
at least for a certain time expression to this transition stage. 

In Greek interpretations of the other quoted expressions having sign 25 at the 
end vowel [a] is quite often preceded by some other phones, which have been either 
actually written in later Greek or whose existence may be assumed for the Mycenae-
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an period; these phones are\j] (a-ne-a2, e-ma-a2, o-a2) and [w]ea (]me-nu-a2, qe-te-
a2). It is specially the ie. consonant [j] that as an original initial before vowels so
metimes resembled in the historical development of the Greek language the original 
initial or intervocalic [s], both of them being presumably transformed into [h], and 
not even the same process, next to vowels in other positions than initial, could be 
considered in certain phases of historical development altogether impossible, at 
least in exceptional cases.61 Even here, however, we cannot exclude the possibility 
that some of these hitherto suggested interpretations ending in [ja] or [wa] do not 
correspond with facts and that the respective linear sign-groups could now and 
then represent plural s- stems that in later times may no more be verified. This 
could be the case, let us say, with the sign-group qe-te-a,, where we should for 
the Greek kwearea < kwearL~a, suggested by Furumark, rather expect the form 
qe-te-wa. The absence of the syllabic sign, beginning with a bilabial spirant, is here 
really confusing. 

In Knossos, however, of the two signs 8 and 25 it was only sign 8-A that appeared 
habitually in the final position (with the exception of the above-mentioned three 
cases of the fragmentary ]-a2 and the sign-group pa-we-a? with doubtful final A 2 

[see Note 27]). The instances are the following: 
a-me-a Dall89; a-ra-ru-wo-a Ral541; -1543.b; -1548.b; -1551s2; a-ro2-a Lc586.A.a; Ld571.a; 
-572.a; -583.0,™; L 5920,2; So0430.b; a-te-re-te-a So894,l.b; e-ke-a V 831,1; ]-ke-a R0481bis; 
]ke-ra-a K 872; ko-a Dx737; ]-me-a [ X 7785.B; ]-ne-a Og7435; ]-no-a F 760.a; ]-nu-a [ 
X 7807; o-re-ne-a L 593,1..b; pa-we-a Lc481,l*2; -52S.A; -530.A; -531.A; 532.A; -534.A; 
535.uA™; -540.A"^ -560.A™; -581.A; -592; IA571.b; -572M; -573.6; -574.6; -579.b; -580M; L 594.a; 
-599.a; -7376.a;-7377.a™;-7381.ali<!;-7383.A'>i;-7397.A™;] yo-m-ke-a.Se880.B;qe-te.a,Fp363,l; 
ro-a Fpl48,l; ]-ra-ru-wo-a [ Ral553.a; te-tu-ko-wo-a Ld871.b; we-we-e-a Lel78; L 870; 
]-wo-a Sal542; ]-wo-a [ X 1846,1; zo-a,Fh343; -355; -367.6; -369; -380; -5453,2™; J-a B 5666,1; 
Ld649.b; L 5920,2; Sel053.a; ]-a FK7335; me-[.]-a As5863,2. 

5. Now we must try to sum up the preceding analytical comments and ende
avour to deduct from them more concretely the phonetic value, depicted by the 
symbol known as sign 25. The following possibilities come into consideration: 

a) Both signs represent precisely the same phonetic value. They are merely 
graphic variants and the scribes used them without any discrimination. This 
explanation, however, lacks probability, because the occurence of either sign 
is characterized with sufficient specific distribution to exclude the possibility 
of arbitrary choice on the part of the scribe. If such choice had been possible, 
there might exist no sign-groups, containing both sign 8 and sign 25 (e. g. a2-ra-
tu-a, a-pi-a2-ro, a-ke-a2, a-ne-a2), but neither alternate occurrence of the two signs 
in different words of the same document, and the (<graphic assimilation" should 
assert itself more frequently. Specially instructive is tablet An 209: It contains 
three times sign 8 (line 3, 6, 8) and once sign 25 (line 2); it is worth noting that 
sign 25 was used in the sign-group a2-ta, situated directly above the sign-group 
a-ke-ti-jo, in which sign 8 is employed. Doubtless proofs of the before-mentioned 
uncertain line of discrimination between signs 8 and 25 are on the Mainland rather 
rare (a2-ta: a-ta; a2-ne-u-te: a-ne-u-te; we-a2-re-jo : we-a-re-ja). But even here we 
face most likely a phenomenon of secondary character, the primary causes of which 
were phonetical. 

b) Either of the two signs represented in Pylos or in Mycenae a variant of one 
and the same phoneme, i. e. at least the language of the documents from Pylos 
or Mycenae disposed with two variants of vowel [a], the use of which was deter 
mined by their position in the sign-group, namely whether they were initials, 
absolute or relative, or whether their position was different. Either variant had 

http://535.uA�
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its own special sign, which was taken over from the writing of pre-Greek population, 
not belonging to the Indo-European group, in whose phonic system may have 
existed two independent [a]-phonemes. This hypothesis is supported by the 
discovery that of the ten doublets, given by Ventris in BISCUL 1, p. 10a, more 
than half belong to the syllabic series of vowel -a: paz, a 2, m3, da^, pa3, ta3, raz — 
which forms a marked contrast to doublets of other vowels: pu2, ro^ (the doublet 
ai2 has not been taken into consideration).63 

This explanation meets, however, with nearly insurmountable difficulties in the 
beginning of words, for in this position the predominance of sign 8 does in no way 
exclude the occurrence of sign 25. We might do away with this incompatibility 
only by proving that all syllabic expressions with the initial sign 25 represent some 
special group of foreign words. Since a language includes foreign words in its 
phonic material generally after some longer period of time only, it might not be 
necessary to take such a group into account when determining phonemic condi
tions in ancient Pylos. But the work of interpreters has not yet confirmed this 
supposition and scarcely ever will (cf. specially the typically Greek a2-te-ro — 
dreQog). 

c) There is another explanation, which is a modification of that given subb): 
sign 8 represents vowel [a] pronounced with an impact, which means that phoneti
cally it is [So], whereas sign 25 represents the same vowel without an impact. In 
this way we could explain all occurrences of initial 8, and perhaps even medial 
occurrences starting a new semantic component, but especially in the final position 
we would have to try to explain each case singly (resorting mainly to the hypo
thesis of the uncertain line of discrimination). Analogically we could explain 
all final occurrences of sign 25 and nearly all medial ones, but again it would 
be expressions with initial 25 that would land us in real trouble. Here, as well, 
the only explanation left to us would likely be the a pridri speculation about 
the non-Greek character of these words and about the presence of sign 25 being 
a definite symptom of their foreign origin. This modification, to be sure, when 
compared to that given sub b), has the advantage of doing without the other 
of the unknown factors, namely the two assumed combinatory variants of vowel [a]. 
The difference between Knossos and Pylos in use of the two signs would have 
to be explained by the assumption that people in Knossos dropped a sign which 
merely indicated the beginning of a word much earlier than it was done on the 
Continent. But even the opposite view is possible, namely that the use of sign 25 
is a Continental innovation — or at least that the sign 8, being sporadically only 
used in Knossos, became a normal member of Linear B inventory on the Greek 
Mainland in the course of the next two hundred years.64 

d) Sign 25 stands for a special phoneme of its own, different from that associa
ted with sign 8 and yet comparatively akin to it. This phoneme may theoretically 
possess the character of a vowel and that of a diphtong as well. That could imply 
the following possibilities: a) long vowel [a:], whether original or created by 
substitutional lengthening; b) short vowel [a], differing in quality from sound [a] 
represented by sign 8 (one of the reasons of this differing pronunciation could 
be the position of this vowel in a closed syllable); c) a-diphthong. There are 
no proofs to support the third possibility. The parallel a2-nu-me-no: ai-nu-me-no 
is the only one we know of, and as we have mentioned before, the two linear 
expressions do not very likely stand for identical words. But the relationship 
between signs 8 and 25 can hardly be expressed in terms of length and short
ness either, and neither can we argue here in favour of any opposition in quality. 
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Should the analysis of Greek interpretations which different scholars offered 
for sign-groups with initial 25 attract our attention to the fact that most of these 
Greek words begin with vowel [a] in a closed syllable, we should above all recall 
to our mind the problematic subjective value all these interpretations have. 

e) We encounter here the contrary character of a syllabic combination of con
sonant and vowel on the one hand (sign 25) and of an independent vocal pho
neme [a] on the other (sign 8). At the same time the vocal component of sign 25 is 
probably identical with the phoneme,, represented by sign 8, while the consonant 
component might be a spirant, rather hard to determine more precisely. This expla
nation finds support specially in t he considerably frequent occurrence of sign-groups 
in which sign 25 is preceded by a sign of the a-series, e. g. e-ma-a2, o-da-a2, 
o-de-pa-a;, wa-a -ta, wa-a2-te-pi, wa-a;-te-we. If we wanted even in these instances 
to interpret sign 25 as mere \a], we should have to assume the repetition of sound [a] 
in succession, and this is highly improbable with sign-groups not representing 
compounds. Such repetition might hive perhaps occurred in the pronunciation 
of expressions like pe-ra-a-ko-ra-i-jo, i-za-a-to-mo-i etc., but just in these words 
we mostly find sign 8. Even the confrontation of the two phenomena itself seems 
to indicate the biphonemic quality of sign 25, at least negatively, and positive 
support of this explanation is found, on the other hand, as we mentioned before, 
mainly in the last syllables of those linear sign-groups which represent plurals 
of neuter s-stems; less confirmation can be found in the hitherto offered interpreta
tions of sign-groups with medial signs 25 (reliable instances are only a-pi-a -ro = 
'AfiyiaXoq < ' AjMpihaXog; ai-ki-a,,-ri-jo = alyidXiog < lalyihdfaog), and still 
fewer indications exist in the beginning of words (reliable very likely only 
a2-te-ro = dregog < hdregog < *smteros.65 

It might therefore not be quite appropriate to postulate with authority the 
syllabic transcription [h] for sign 25, but it seems that such an explanation 
or an analogical one, contrasting the combination of two phonemes (= sign 25) 
with a monophonematic interpretation of sign 8 would appear to be the most 
acceptable hypothesis.66 Even here, of course, the source of the greatest difficulties 
are those sign-groups with initial 25 for which no interpretations with opening [h] 
have yet been given, and also sign-group3 with initial sign 8 which have hitherto 
been interpreted as Greek words with initial [A]; but these difficulties do not 
impress us as being so essential and so insurmountable as those sub b) and c), all 
the less since we know from some Greek dialects of later date that phone [h] may 
quite often appear as an initial even when its existence is in no way historically 
justified. And similarly we can see in other dialects that phone [h] often gets 
altogether lost, without any trace whatsoever, even in the beginning of the word.87 

The greatest incompability, however, consists in the fact, that according to this 
explanation consonant [h] would be represented by a special sign in connection with 
vowel [a] only and not with other vowels. (Cf. e-u-me-de-i Gn 1184,2 = ? Evfirjdeh < 
<Ev(irjdeoi(D2,t. Sg.);pe-ri-me-de-o SnQ4:,7=1IJsgi/j,^dBhog<iITegi/lijdeaog). Acer-
tain part may have been played here, however, by the possibility that in the langu
age of the non-Greek pre-Indo-European population there existed two a-phonemes. 
When the older system of letters (Linear Script A), which reproduced graphically 
this language, was being adapted to the requirements of Greek, some of ihe exces
sively numerous signs of the a-series may have been put aside, and thus it was 
quite possible for one of them, which in respect to articulation, was very akin 
to the phonetic value [ha], to turn into a current graphic reproduction of this 
very value. As to other syllables beginning with phone [h], such possibility very 
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likely did not exist, no such out-of-use signs of similar phonetic character being 
here at the disposal. To be sure, little can be said as yet in support of even this 
explanation, which neither surmounts satisfactorily the above-mentioned incom-
pability, nor finds an adequate reason for the fact that sign 25 was in current 
use on the Mainland only. 

6. "When summing up we realize that it would be wrong to make the reci
procal relationship of signs 8 and 25 the subject of isolated research. All the 
differences and disproportions that concern them will have to be confronted with 
a detailed analysis of the other syllabic doublets, and last but not least, with the 
analysis of their occurrence on the Continent and in Knossos as well. For the 
time being it may be wise to abstain from any far-reaching conclusions, but, ne
vertheless, one cannot help asking at least one question, namely whether it will 
not be possible at some time in the future to find in connection with the study of 
just these anomalies some weighty material to support Furumark's hypothesis 
concerning the origin of Linear Script B on the Continent.68 
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1 6 The same tendency may be observed in Mycenae, too, where, owing perhaps to the 
relatively small number of documents discovered, no opening A 2 has been found as far. 

1 6 Numbers quoted in this table are based on the works mentioned in Note 7. When com
piling the statistical material the author respected, on the whole, principles put forth by Bennett 
in Statistical Notes on the Sign-Groups from Pylos, Minos 1 [1951], 100 — 137 (it is necessary 
to add that no occurrences "in erasure" and no restorations of signs 8 and 25 have been taken 
into consideration. Statistical data concerning all linear B sign-groups (when representing 
whole words only) were treated most recently by Ktistopoulos, Statistical Data on Minoan 
Words, Minos 3 [1954—1955], 100-106. 

1 7 As discrete sign-groups are classified in accordance with Bennett, Statistical Notes, 
101, all complete sign-groups as well as all incomplete discrete sign-groups, and because we 
study the finds from Knossos and the finds from Pylos each extra, the incomplete semidiscrete 
sign-groups must also be included (explanation of these terms is given in Note 39). To be sure, 
according to this criterion it is not possible to ascertain an exact number of,,words" in the 
very sense of this expression even among discrete sign-groups — one and the same word may be 
taken into consideration more than once in its different grammatical forms —, but because it 
is sometimes in Linear Script B extraordinarily difficult to distinguish a pure grammatical 
difference from that which bears distinct semantic marks, this criterion of Bennett, though 
formulated before Ventris accomplished his deciphering, still holds its ground as the compara
tively most objective basis for statistical research. 

1 8 Under the heading I n i t i a l l y we find all the instances of the sings in question, de
finitely assuming the initial position in their sign-groups (the type ] xy-xy including). The 
heading F i n a l l y does the same for its respective category of signs, the type xy-xy [ in
cluding. Al l the other cases are mentioned under the heading M e d i a l l y , also those taken of 
a fragmentary character where it is hard to determine wheter they represent a whole word 
or not. When counting the single instances up, for .the Knosaian sign-groups the indication 
of brackets given in Knossos T. has been here quite consequently taken into consideration 
(see the three types mentioned in Note 8); in the sign-groups from the Greek Mainland the 
same practice, upon the whole, has been maintained, in spite of rather different way of indi
cation especially in Pylos T . : -]xy-xy (Pylos T.) = \xy-xy (Knosso3 T . and this article); 
f]xy-xy = ]xy-xy; xy-xy (if the text is fragmentary, but the respective sign-group itself 
seems to be complete, no brackets are used in Pylos T.) = ] xy-xy. 

1 6 When various readings are recorded in Knossos T . , the first transliteration given has 
been always taken into consideration. 

2 0 The number of discrete sign-groups has been omitted here, as it is hardly possible 
to give it quite precisely. 

2 1 The total of the sign-groups should be reduced by two because the expressions a 2-ka-a 2-
-ki-ri-jo An661,12 and a2-ka-a2-ki-ri-ja-jo Cn3,7 are owing to the doable occurrence of sign 
25 included in the Pylos sign-groups twice. 

2 2 The total of the sign-groups should be reduced by one final instance, because the sign-
group ]-ke-a occurs not only in Knossos, but also in" Pylos; even in the latter case it may be 
adjoined to the Knossian e-ke-a V 831,1 as a dependent sign-group. 

file:///xy-xy
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2 3 Owing to reasons, given sub 21, the vertical total of the sign-groups is two less, when 
compared to the horizontal total. 

2 4 Add also Ventris' transliteration a2-ru-[ B 806,7 (but ru-[ only according to Bennett) 
and Chadwick's transliteration ka-ka-re-a2 R 0481bis (ka-ka-re-a Ventris, ka-ka re-ne SMII , 
Index); see Kr.01303 T. 12. and 70. 

2 6 Here we have a considerably fragmentary tablet, containing three signs and one numeric 
designation for number „ t w o " . The former two signs may perhaps be transliterated as 'a r ta , 
immediate'y after comes without punctuation (see SM II, tablet No. 213) the third sign, 
representig evidently ideogram No. 103 (according to numbering given in Pylos T. 202). 
But see also Index 118, where the second sign of this fragment, now transcribed as A 2 , is 
ascribed ideographic character. 

2 6 The document Le787 is an incomplete tablet, consisting of two Myres' fragments, No. 787 
and No. 1009 (-= Le.787 and IA1009 according to Index). The mentioned fragmentary ]-a2 

belongs to the document No. 1009. Cf. E. L. Bennett, Jr., Junctions of Fragments of Minoan 
Inscriptions in the Iraklion Museum, Minos 3 [1954—1955], 123. 

2 7 The identity of the last sign, however, is very uncertain, as indicated by an asterisk 
in Knossos T. 105. 

2 3 The number of instances from Mycenae and the other Mainland represents a very small 
percentage. 

2 9 Georgiev, Lexique 19; instead of r)yezr)'_Ei we should rather expect rjyrjrfJQEg. But in 
Suppl. 4 axecrzfJQE (Du.) is the only interpretation given. 

3 f t Only such similar sign-groups are mentioned that suggest at least some probability 
of indicating the same or at least an akin expression. When selecting such parallels we may, 
of course, be occasionally influenced by our subjective point of view. 

3 1 At. the beginning of the same line a very similar sign-group a-ta-je-u was erased. 
3 2 The formulations of interpretations and references to their authors are mainly taken 

from Georgiev's Lexique and Supplement and could not be always verified sufficiently, 
owing to the inaccessibility of some articles. Only a few interpretations have been added 
from some new works (see Notes 6 and 35a). The interpretations of nomina are given in Nom. 
Sg., as long as this case doe3 not differ in linear transliteration from the linear transliteration 
of the case form used in the text; no asterisks for denoting unpreserved Greek alphabetical 
forms are used — otherwise nothing has been changed when compared with Georgiev. Expla
nation of abbreviations: B — Bartonek, C — Chadwick, Carr — Carratelli, F — Furumark, 
67 — Georgiev, Muhl — Miihlestein, P — Palmer, T — Turner, V — Ventris, VG — Ventris-
Chadwick. 

3 3 Greek interpretation has not been given by Turner. 
3 4 For interpretation "Ahioa see Georgiev, Lexique 53, s. v. o-wi-de (here we find the form 

of Gen. Sg. ['AMoag]). 
3 6 In Pylos T. 217 we find the transliteration aa-ro[ ]u-do-pi, but no more than three 

signs were probably between A 2 and DO. Though Bennett does not use dots in Roman trans
literations of his Vocabulary, the syllables R O and U are dotted in this article, as then-
reading is uncertain (see Pylos T. 186 [normalized ccp'ies]). 

3 S l M . Ventris, Mycenaean Furniture on the Pylos Tablets, Eranos 53 [1955], 109 — 124, 
prefers Roman letters when giving suggested Greek interpretations. 

3 5 j In Pylos T. 217 we find this tiansliteration, but on p. 112 (line drawings of the in-
scrip ions) we iead some hin^ like di zojne-jo. 

3 6 Bennett, Statistical Notes 1223q.; data for medial position are the results of calculations 
implying data of the other positions which Bennett gives in the quoted place. 

8 7 I have not given figures for signs 34 and 35, both of which Ventris in B I S C U L 1, p. 10a 
interprets as A I 2 , because this interpretation appears to be rather doubtful (see Knossos 
T . 127). 

3 6 The figure for all occurrences of sign 25 in the last syllable appears to be high out of 
proportion, especially when compared with the figure for discrete sign-groups (given in the 
bracket), but it is due to the fact that the sign-group o-da-a2 was found in Pylian documents 
of 1939 as often as 27 times (in all documents from Pylos this sign-group appears at least 
36 times [see Pylos T. 233]). 

3 6 (dp) stands for incomplete dependent sign-groups, i . e. those which can be, although they 
reed not be, parts of other known sign-groups; in the other cases we have to do either with 
com} lete sign-groups, or with incomplete discrete sign-groups, i. e. those which cannot be parts 
of other known sign-groups, or with semi-discrete sign-groups, i. e. those which are discrete 
in tfceir cwn bcdy .of inscriptions, but dependent when the whole of the material is considered 
(see Index, p. VIII). 
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4 0 The sign-group .]-a2-ta, of course, need not be a fragmentary part of either ko-a2-ta or 
wa-a2-ta or 85-to-a2-ta. 

4 1 On the preceding line another ko-ri-a2-da-na was erased. 
4 2 See Bennett's restoration ru-ko-a2[ke]re-u-te in Pylos T. 218. 
4 3 Georgiev's interpretation concerns only the group of signs before lacuna. 
4 4 The identification of this expression, interpreted as 'Aarcvg (cf. 'Aarras, /adr'a:) 67, 

Can, with wa-aj-te-pi, is, however, rather doubtful, in spite of the affinity of the two tablets. 
4 5 We should expect the forms 'YavrfjFes, 'YavDfjfEQ in Georgiev's Supplement 23, 

because wa-a2-te-we is probably Nom. PI. 
4 6 It is not quite impossible that in o-pi-a.,-ra two detached words are concealed, the 

first sign representing a pronoun or an adverb (cf. below C 5). 
4 7 The present indication of lacunae as well as the dotting of signs rather differ from those 

of Bennett in Pylos T. 212, but both tablets are of no importance for our purposes. 
4 8 Cf. also the Knossian sign-group jo-a-mi-ni-so-de Og0467,l. 
4 8 Cf. also the Knossian sign-group o-a-po-te L 641,1. 
5 0 The interpretation of pe-ra-a-ko-ra-i-jo has been formulated by the author of this 

article according to the interpretations of the kindred place-names pe-ra-ko-ra-i-ja Ae398 
and pe-raa-ko-ra-i-ja Ng332,l, Wall4,2, as we find them in Georgiev's Lexique 56. 

6 1 Lur'je, Vestnik drevnej istoriji 1955, 3, p. 62, transcribes sign 29 as P E 3 in contrast 
to Ventris' P U 2 ; thus pe3-ra2-a-ki-ri-jo. 

5 2 In the parallel sign-group te-ko-to-na-pe ( see sub C 13) the two components form an 
individable unit. This word serves at the same time as an important testimony against the 
view (thus: Oeorgiev, Nynesneje sostojanije tolkovanija krito-mikenskich nadpisej, Sofia 1954, 
p. 48 and 66), that [n] in the final position disappeared in the language of the Linear Script B 
(cf. J . Chadwick, T P S 1954, p. 3). And the sign-groups u-pa-ra-ki-ri-ja, u-po-ra-ki-ri-ja 
(see sub C 10) do the same service to consonant [r]. 

6 3 On the tablet Ta 708 as well as in kindred documents of the class Ta we find many 
other sign-groups ending in -.a-pi (mostly in rja-pi), but only in ka-ra-a-pi and in its com
pound se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi sign 8 was used after a sign of a-series (while no -.a-a2-pi was found 
at all). The explanation will be, of course, scarcely given before these sign-groups are inter
preted sufficiently. 

6 4 But it is also possible that the second A 2 was used here by way of analogy with the 
initial 25 (graphical assimilation?). 

6 6 To be sure, the evidence of Mycenaean texts is not of great importance, as only a re
latively small number of linear documents was found in Mycenae. 

6 8 This sign-group has been transliterated as me-nu-a2 in Pylos T. 215 (vocabulary), but 
neither the drawing on p. 25 nor the normalized copy on p. 124 altogether exclude the possible 
fragmentary character of this sign-group. 

5 7 When compared with Pylos T. 233 (vocabulary), all the references to o-da-a2, where 
sign 25 has not been preserved in the documents themselves and was restored by Bennett 
only, are here omitted, viz. En609,l l and Ma397,3. 

6 9 In Pylos T. 192 (normalized copy) as well as on p. 233 (vocabulary) we find this sign-
group restored as o-[da]-a2; but on p. 3 (drawing) the sign M E is written instead of A 2 and 
the opening 0 is omitted altogether (an error of Bennett's handwriting?). 

6 0 Sign-groups with signs 8 and 25 in medial position have been given their place in the 
table according to whether they make the impression of being compounds whose second com
ponent is still rather autonomic, or not (the fragmentary ]a [ and ]a[ have not been taken 
into consideration; the second A in api-ke-ne a[ has been re^a.ded as medial here — in con
formation with the table on p. 46). 

6 0 But see what has been said above (p. 54) of the pair a^-ra-tu-a : a2-ra-tu-wa and of the 
non-identity of A and A 2 (which means there also the non-identity of W A and A 2 ) . 

8 1 Cf. Schwyzer I 304,3. 
8 2 The type ] xy-xy and xy-xy [ has not been indicated here. 
8 3 Cf. also the supposition about the influence of the pre-Indo-European substratum upon 

the Ionic change [a:] > [CF:], Schwyzer I 62. 
6 4 Cf. 67. Pugliese Carratelli's thesis of the unsteadiness of Knossian orthography in con

trast to the Mainland (G. P. C , L a decifrazione dei testi micenei e ii problema della lineare A , 
Annuario della Scuola archeologica di Atene e delle missioni italiane in Oriente, vol. X X X — 
X X X I I , n. ser. X I V - X V I [1952-1954], Roma 1955, p. 7). 

9 5 As for some of the linear expressions which have already been interpreted with opening 
. [K] and whose initial syllabic sign is sign 8, we have to stress once more the fact that these 
are mostly proper names, and that it will hardly ever be possible to determine the genuine 
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Greek form of these words. Besides, the initial Greek [h] developed now and then also from 
the initial [;], and in such cases, in the times when the scribes of Pylos and Mycenae were 
writing on their tablets, this old [j] need not have had its later phonetic form [h] yet, 
but it may have had another value, still differing — slightly at least — from the contemporary 
substitute for old [«]. It, therefore, need not have necessarily been joined to vowel [a] by 
sign 25 (cf. derivatives of the Greek root dg- [ie'.*jar-], e. g. the Greek form ag/AoaTfjFot; written 
as a-mo-te-wo Eal21 al., not as a2-mo-te-wo). On the other hand, however, we have come 
across certain cases (e. g. e-ma-a i t a-ne-a^, o-a2), which would rather support the opposite 
view, provided their interpretation was correct. Cf. Carratelli's suggestion that A 2 has the 
value [ta](l. a ) , a n d above all, Palmer's view that A 2 represents a vowel with palatal on-glide, 
i. e. [ja], or with palatal off-glide, i.e. [ai]; see L . R. Palmer, Observations on the Linear , , B " 
Tablets from Mycenae, B I C S U L 2 [1955], 37. Palmer's hypothesis — which reached me not 
long before this article was published — would not be in contradiction with my own view, 
as presented here, if it might be formulated as follows: ,,A»represents the vowel [a] with some 
on-glide (and sometimes, on the other hand, with palatal off-glide), no matter whether this glide 
goes back to the IE. [«] , or to [;]"; but it should be added that even in these cases sign A was 
sometimes used, owing to the unsteady line of discrimination. 

6 6 Should the interpreta ion of sign 25 as the phonetic value [ha] prove to be correct, and 
if we could assume at ihe same time that this shn had the value [ha] al eady when it was 
adopted by the Linear Script B — and above all that it is not a mere Con'inental innova
tion — , the date of this adoption, being probably simultaneous with the da e of the origin 
of Linear Script B itself, would at the same time fix the term ante quern for the Greek 
chanje of \s] > \K] in the vicini y of a vowel. 

6 7 In accord with the latter phenomenon would rather be, to a certain extent at least, 
the habit of the sc ibes of Knoisos, in contrast to those on the Continent, although, to be 
sure, this observation implies just the act of comparing tendencies and not a concrete indi-
ca'ion of trai s of development. 

9 8 Furumark, o. c. 107. Translated by S. Kostomlatsktf 

Z N A K V 8 -A A 2 5 - A 2 V L I N E A R N f M P f S M E B 

V linearnim pism6 B , pravdepodobne nejstarSim pi3emnem systemu, jimz byl zaehycovan 
fecky jazyk, se objevuji Casto dvojice, pfipadne i trojice znaku, kterym se obvykle pfiklada 
taz foneticka hodnota. Jak se vsak zda, byly asi i pod takovymito dubletami namnoze skryty 
nSjake foneticke rozdily. Autor teto studie se to pokusil dokazat pro dvojici znaku 8 — A 
a 25—A 2 . Na rozdilnou fonetickou hodnotu obou techto znaku ukazuje zejmena odchyln03t 
jejich frekvence v riiznych postavenich ve slove (znak 8 — A pfevlada na zafiitku slov a na za-
Catku druheho komponentu slozenin, znak 25—A 2 v ostatnich pfipadech uprostfed slov a na 
jejich konci). Na podklade sebraneho materialu (zahrnuty jsou vsechny doklady, objeven6 
dokonceroku 1954)doehazipakautorkzaveru, ze znak 25—A 2 m61 na rozdil od znaku 8 — A 
fonetickou hodnotu [ha], jehoz [h] n&le£it£ vzeslo v samohlaskovem okol i z ie. [s]. Nevy-
feSena zustava zatim otazka, profi je znak 25—A 2 dosvedcen t6m5r vyluCne jen n a recke 
pevninS. 

3 I I A K H 8 - A II 2 5 - A A B J I H H E A P H O M IIIIC L M E 

B jiHHeapHOM nHCbMe B , no Bceii BepoHTnocTH apeBHeiinieH cncTeMe n n c b M a , B KOTO-
poM 6MJ]H o6HapywenTj 3anHcH Ha rpeHecKOM fi3UKe, nacTO nonBJiaioTCH 2, a HHorjia 
H 3 3HaKa, HMeiomne o jHHaKOByw ifoHeTHqecKyio 3Ha4HM0CTb. OaHaKO, K S K n p e « n o -
j iaraioT, H no;; T S K H M H ,ny6jieTaMH tKpbiBajiHCb HeKOTopue (J)OHeTH>iecKHe pas j innnn . 
A B T O P HacTOfimero Hccae^OBaHHH iibiTajicn AOKa3aTb STOT n y n K T A.IH napi»i 3HSKOB 8 - A 
H 25-A 2 . Ha pa3Hyw (JKweTHHecKyio 3na*iHM0CTb O O O H S Bbiuie ynoMHiiyTbix 3 H 8 K O B 
ocoSeHiio HCHO yKa3UBaiOT HeoAHnaKOBan l a c T O T a H X ynoTpe6jieHHn B pa3Hbix nojio-
weHHHX B cnoBe (3HaK 8-A npeo6jiaAaeT B Hana.-re CHOB H B Hanajie BToporo KOMnoHeHTa 
C I O W H L I X C;IOB, 3HaK 25-A 2 B ocTa:ibHbix cjiy^anx B cepeflHHe CJIOB H B KOHae H X ) . 
Ha ocnoBaHrfn co6pannbix MaTepwanoB (Bee MaxepHa.'ibi, oSHapyatenHHe AO KOHua 1954 r.) 
aBTOp npHXORHT K 3aKJtK)<ieHHIO, 'ITO 3HaK 25-A 2 B OTJIHtIHe OT 3HaKa 8-A HMe.'[ (pOHCTH-
'iecKyio anaiHMOCTb [ha], [h] KOToporo 3aKonoMepHO BOSHHKUO B coce^cTBP r j i a c n u x 
H3 HHHoeBponeiicKoro [s]. Hepa3penieHHMM ocTaeTCH n o n a Bonpoc , noMeMy 3HaK 25-A 2 

BCTpeiaeTCH n o i T H n c K J u o i H T e j i b u o TCTibKo n a rpeiec.KOM MaTepnKe. 
Tlepeoe-n: C. Hiaxca 


